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Laser Scanning of a Small Patterned Ground System
Ronald Daanen (rdaanen@alaska.edu), William Cable, Guido Grosse, Donald Walker, Vladimir Romanovsky, Reginald Muskett

Non-sorted circle are a ubiquitous patterned ground formation in the arctic tundra. These features are not always visible at the surface due to vegetation cover. Research has shown that frost heave plays a major role in evolution of these features over time. The interaction of frost heave, hydrology
and vegetation is a concept that is currently being researched. During freezing of the active layer water migrates from warm regions to cold regions,
generated by snow and insulating vegetation. This migration leads to differential heave in the landscape. For this study we use a field site near Franklin Bluffs Alaska.
To measure differential heave we have applied a terrestrial laser scanner in spring and fall to understand frost heave and vegetation distribution in
these systems. We use a Leica ScanStation 2 scanner and we processed the scan data with Cyclone. Due to vegetation and small topographical irregularities we scan the area from four different directions and integrate these scans into one point cloud using targets at each corner of our 10X10 meter
research area. The large point cloud is than analyzed with our own software designed to sort the point cloud into layers and boxes.
In order measure the smooth frost heave pattern we subtract datasets after aligning them in space. Vegetation cover density was calculated using the
vertical distribution of the point cloud. Relative cover density is calculated as the number of points above the ground surface (2cm) dived by the total
number in that subplot.
The data suggests that frost heave is greatest in regions with least vegetation cover surrounded by high vegetation cover and partially vegetated
non-sorted circles show subdued frost heave. The overall heave in the non-sorted circles is between 10 and 15 centimeter using the inter-circle area as
reference point with no frost heave.
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